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ORGANISATION & PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

Rainbow Coast Neighbourhood Centre and the Community Garden 

 

Based in the economically marginalised Great Southern Region of Western Australia, the 
Rainbow Coast Neighbourhood Centre (RCNC) has run a family and community resource 
centre including migrant services for the last 25 years and has run a well-attended 
community garden in Albany since 2009. RCNC employs a staff  of over 20 with a diverse 
skill set and broad experience in areas of health and community education, trained child care 
workers, practicing artists, horticulturalists  and environmental educators making them 
perfectly positioned to deliver  and acquit community education programs. We have seen 
strong demand for services and a keen interest in the community garden from a wide range 
of users including many with disabilities and those who care for them; Indigenous people and 
people from CaLD backgrounds; and people with mental health issues and those who 
support them. Across a range of parenting and educational programs we have a very strong 
focus on helping families and children to acquire life skills and model socially and 
environmentally responsible behaviour.  

One such example is the Communities for Children -funded “Garden Grubs” program, 
auspiced through Amity Health which runs during school term and brings parents and 
children together at the community garden to undertake garden-related craft and cooking 
activities in order to promote outdoor play and healthy eating. This has had a strong 
response with up to 25 children attending on a Wednesday afternoon session along with 
parents and grandparents. There has been significant interest in the program through the 
home school network who have been unable to engage in the sort of school based programs 
offered by Stephanie Alexander’s School Kitchen Garden program and the Waste Wise 
Schools project but would like to be able to do so. 
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Project Description: Great Southern Waste Warriors! 

 

Based on advice from parents that they would like to encourage their children’s 
enthusiasm for environmental concerns but feel that they lack the skills to do so we 
developed the Great Southern Waste Warriors program. This project specifically 
targets parents and children to focus on plastic-free purchasing practices, waste 
reduction, composting and closed loop organic gardening. 

This project ran from October 2018 – June 2019 and in that time has developed 
ongoing interest and momentum and as such we hope that it will form the basis of an 
ongoing program children’s activities delivered from the garden. Part of the program’s 
appeal was that it differed from existing programs available in the Great Southern in 
the following key areas: 

 It  targeted children (aged 5-12) working with their parents to reduce their 

home and garden waste; 

 It  focussed specifically on waste reduction as opposed to nature-play or 

healthy eating; 

 It  targeted those not captured through school-based initiatives; 

 It was run on weekends and school holidays so as to more closely engage 

families as a means of consolidating behavioural change at the household 

level; 

 It generated resource materials alongside workshop based activities in order to 

ensure ongoing adherence to positive waste reduction practices. 

 

The rationale behind this approach grows out of recognition of the success of 

projects that help children to work in partnership with their parents to effect long-

lasting behavioural change. This is important in complementing messages 

received at school and through broader community education programs with 

evidence to suggest that parents and families are more likely to engage in 

transformative practices through following the lead of children if given the 

opportunity to do so. 

 

Specifically the project delivered the following: 

 13 regular Saturday morning workshops conducted at the Mt Lockyer 
Community  tied to key calendar events (eg Compost in May; Plastic Free 
July) aimed at teaching families (children must bring a parent!) waste 
preventation strategies. These included the following activities- 

1. How to make decorative  paper and card  out of waste paper and then 
transform this using book binding techniques and scrap material into a 
colourful   “waste journal” or calendar to chart how their their family has 
reduced their waste volume over the year or garden journal to document 
their plastic-free gardening progress 
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2. How to identify what items are recycle-able and try alternative uses for 
plastic bottles (eg as mini-greenhouses;  mini-watering cans; fruit fly traps; 
decorated pencil holders etc) to demonstrate how to keep common items 
out of the waste stream 

3. How to transform old milk bottles and shampoo/conditioner bottles into new 
items such as chopping boards by melting and moulding  them in a 
conventional oven while learning about the dangers plastics pose to the 
marine environment. 

4. How to make and decorate their own shopping bag out of old clothes  
instead of using plastic bags and learning to “shop smart” so as to reduce 
plastic packaging and food waste  

5. How to build a worm farm from discarded materials such as polystyrene 
boxes and care for worms in order to manage food waste; 

6. How to make compost at home to reduce food waste (includes incentives 
such as compost caddies, compostable bin liners, compost activators and 
plants such as comfrey and yarrow);  

7. How to make their own garden beds out of waste materials including old 
pallets and other scrap timber and paint donated through the tip shop; 

8. How to garden ‘plastic free’ and reduce packaging  and food waste in terms 
of groceries, seeds, seedling punnets, plastic pots (including making 
recycled paper pots)  

9. How to organize and transform kitchen waste practices including using and 
making wax food wraps using fabric offcuts, beeswax and resin as a 
substitute to using plastic film 

10. How to use foodscraps and flowers  to dye and repurpose old clothes and 
fabric offcuts to become new clothing items or handkerchiefs (instead of 
using tissues)  

11. How to make a scarecrow from worn out clothes and waste items 

12. How to repurpose and upcycle old clothes into tablemats, rugs and 
bathmats How to propagate and plan garden beds to reduce amount of 
spoiled food from shops and deal with food gluts. 

13. How to make your own biodegradable cleaning products (incentives 
included take home products and multiuse long life containers and spray 
bottles as substitutes for toxic cleaner in disposable packaging 
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 Seven of these workshop activities were replicated as school holiday activities 
and/or at special events (Albany Show, Harmony Day, Sustainability festivals,) 
making a total of 20 sessions in all. These additional sessions also gave valuable 
opportunities to market the program more widely than would have been possible 
through the reach of print media advertising and through RCNC’s own Facebook 
groups, networks and social media reach. 

Participants in the workshops received a variety of products and incentives to 

assist in their and their family’s journey towards waste reduction while always 

being mindful of not wanting to replace “stuff” with more –albeit greener – “stuff.”  

So, in addition to the skills they acquired, participants left the project with some or 

all of the following: 

-a handmade journal and handmade paper; 

-a mini-greenhouse; 

- an upcycled shopping bag; 

-a worm farm stocked with worms; 

-a compost caddie and compostable binliners, compost starter and compost 

accelerating plants; 

- a wooden planter box or herb bed made of recycled pallet wood; 

-a scarecrow; 

-beeswax food wraps; 

-handkerchiefs made from old fabric offcuts, hemmed and dyed with natural plant 

dyes; 

-crocheted fabric rag rugs (or the beginnings thereof); 

- a kit of cleaning products and reusable spray bottles 

 

In addition participants received handouts and further instructional material 
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EVALUATION / RESULTS - DATA 
 

What kind(s) of project data/information did you collect?  

 

In total 82 different people attended the regular Great Southern Waste Warrior Workshops 

conducted from the Community Garden. Participants varied in their attendance with some 

people only attending one or two with others attending up to eight out of the 13 different 

workshops. 

Numbers attending the workshops also varied from 5 (on a cold wet day) through to 22. 

Total numbers of children (aged 5-12) attending the workshops equalled 58 accompanied 

by a total of 24 parents, grandparents or other carers making for a diverse range of ages 

and experience levels.  In many cases children came with a friend or friends – thus in 

several cases there were 3 or 4 children accompanied by only one parent.  

In addition there were approximately 15 younger children (aged under 5) who came along 

while their older siblings participated - in some cases some of these joined in with simple 

tasks but were not counted for reporting purposes. Of the attendees 3 identified as 

Indigenous with another 4 identifying as CaLD (Sri Lankan; Indian; German). 

 

Numbers attending workshops/events conducted at festivals were more difficult to 

measure as was their level of engagement (some did not attend a full session) but we 

estimate (based on numbers of handouts taken and materials consumed) that at large 

events such as the Albany Show (where we conducted a worm farming and composting 

education rolling workshop) and at the Sustainable Communities festival (where we did 

workshops on plastic free gardening)  these numbered in the hundreds with some flow on 

effects to the regular attendees doing further workshops later in the year (personal 

communication from attendees). 

 

 This information was compiled from attendance sheets, personal knowledge of 

attendees, anecdotal and photographic evidence, informal verbal feedback from 

attendees and observations. 

 

 

Was your project successful in the way you expected?  

Did you achieve what you set out to do? (did you reuse/reduce/recycle as much as you 

had planned to?) If not, what happened?  

YES ☒                     NO  ☐ 

 

The project was successful and was certainly enthusiastically received by participants 

and their parents. As one mother said “I’ve been trying to get my daughters to come to 

the community garden for the produce swap days for months and they haven’t wanted to 

but now you’ve got these activities, they’re the ones begging me to come!”  
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There is ongoing demand for the program to continue and we are seeking ways to make 

it self-funding. 

Some things that didn’t quite go as planned was the ratio of parents to children was not 

as close as we had hoped meaning that while more households were impacted by 

children participating with a couple of friends there was not always the partnership 

between parent and child working closely together to effect change at their 

family/household level. 

We also found that we didn’t have as much consistency of participants as we had hoped 

– possibly due to competition with different seasonal sport activities on a Saturday 

meaning that no one participant attended the full program although many did several 

and most did at least 2. 

 

 

Do you feel your project made a positive difference in your community and why? 

YES ☒                     NO  ☐ 

 

The project made a positive difference not just in the skills learned by participants in 

order to enable them to empower their families to reduce waste but also in providing 

people with formal and informal opportunities to share skills, to network, and to feel part 

of a community of like-minded persons. For those grandparents attending with 

grandchildren there was a great sense of intergenerational exchange and a re-valuing of 

skills that their generation had perhaps taken for granted but which their children and 

grandchildren were eager to discover. Testament to this is the demand for this program 

to be ongoing and for there to be a great deal more school holiday activities based on 

this model. 

 

 

How many people in total do you think your project has reached/affected? 

 

As noted above there 82 direct participants in the workshop program plus approximately 

20 younger children or additional caregivers tangentially engaged. Several hundred 

others were exposed to the message and participated in at least some of the activities if 

not a full workshop through the presence of the Great Southern Waste Warriors team 

delivering shorter activities at various community events and on the school holiday 

program. 
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LESSONS LEARNT 
 

What lessons were learned through the project – what worked and didn’t work?  

What, if anything, would you do differently if you were to do the project again? 

 

Some things that didn’t quite go as planned was the ratio of parents to children was not 

as close as we had hoped meaning that while more households were impacted by 

children participating with a couple of friends there was not always the partnership 

between parent and child working closely together to effect change at their 

family/household level. 

We also found that we didn’t have as much consistency of participants as we had hoped 

– possibly due to competition with different seasonal sport activities on a Saturday 

meaning that no one participant attended the full program although many did several 

and most did at least 2. 

 

Another challenge we faced was managing the age range of participants particularly if a 

parent attended bringing younger siblings. So, while we initially pitched it as being for 5-

12 year olds in the future we would seek to limit it to upper primary and lower middle 

school participants (9-13 year olds) so that they could get the most out of the experience 

and progress more quickly through the different stages of each activity as well as being 

better positioned to communicate that message back to their families and peer group. 

 

 

What advice would you give to other groups considering undertaking similar projects? 

 

Working with kids is hugely rewarding and they are great changemakers for their 

families! However, pick your age group carefully - old enough to really engage and do 

things and carry that message back. Slightly older teenagers might be better still to work 

with but can be harder to engage for other reasons – competition for their time and 

attention, the “(un)cool” factor and so on.  

However the older the child we suspect the more likely they were to be coming because 

they were personally interested rather than being encouraged by parents who were 

already on board with the message so more scope for effecting broader behavioural 

change at a household level. 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT / PROMOTION 
 

Does your organisation (or project) have a website or Facebook page? 

(please provide the link(s) to your organisation’s site and/or the project page) 

Yes 

 https://www.facebook.com/RCNCAlbany/ 

 

How did you acknowledge the Community Grants Scheme funding you received?   

The Waste Authority was acknowledged at the beginning of each workshop and in the 

print media advertising (see advert attached) 

 

Did you purchase any capital equipment with your grant money? (this includes things 

like sheds and large pieces of equipment)  

If so, what did you buy? Please include photos of the equipment 

 

No 

 

 

Were there any promotional / media opportunities for the project? (newspaper articles, 

photos) If yes, please ensure you attach copies or include screen prints 

 

YES ☒                     NO  ☐ 

See attached. The program was also mentioned in the City of Albany’s Community 

Calendar for 2019 

 

 

Did you produce any promotional material for the project? (flyers, brochures even 

screen prints of online promotion – Facebook posts etc)  If yes, please ensure you 

attach copies or include screen prints 

 

YES (see attached) 

 

 

VARIATIONS & EXTENSIONS 
 

Were you able to complete your project in the approved timeframe?  

YES ☒                     NO  ☐ 
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FUTURE PROJECTS 
 

Did any opportunities or ideas arise during the project?  

YES x                     NO  ☐ 

 

Do you now have ideas for other future projects? 

Yes – there was strong interest from families and some organisations in some of the 

very small outlying communities (Pingrup, Jerramungup, Kendenup) who we spoke to 

at the Albany Show and other events in having an outreach program based on this 

model but who don’t have the capacity to run a program themselves so we would be 

keen to partner with them to offer touring workshops of this kind. 
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PROJECT PHOTOS 
 

    
Making beeswax wraps to reduce use of clingfilm 

 

 

 

Making and dying handkerchiefs using food scraps and fabric offcuts 
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Making worm farms out of old polystyrene boxes 

 

 
 

 

 
Making “kid size” garden planters out of old pallets 
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Plastic free gardening and repurposing old bottles as planters 
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Great Southern Waste Warriors Worksheet: Rag rugs 

(Toothbrush or “Amish style”) 
 
Rag rugs are a great way to upcycle old sheets, doona covers and clothes into 

something pretty and practical. They are long lasting, hardy and easy to make. The type of 
material used for the strips will create rugs of varying softness and robustness. In this 
session, we are using old cotton sheets, but feel free to experiment with what you have at 
home – old t-shirts make great coasters or trivets, denim jeans make very hardy door mats 
or placemats.  
As far as basic tools, it is worth investing in a good quality pair of scissors (ideally 
dressmaking or fabric scissors) and reserving them only for use on fabrics to preserve the 
blades. I also find it useful to have large nappy pins and a bobby pin or home-made “needle” to 
make life easier. A short length of wire bent into a loop and covered with duct or masking take 
will work. Experiment with different sizes and see what is more comfortable for you.  

 
Getting started  
Start by ripping sheets width-wise in to 2cm strips. It is easier if you remove the hems first, 
and then make a short cut along one side at 2cm intervals. From there, each strip should tear 
off evenly. Trim loose threads and roll or wrap each strip into a bobbin.  
Fold over about 11⁄2cm at the end of 2 strips and make a small cut into the centre of the folded 
end (about 3⁄4cm long). The resulting slit should be slightly less wide than your fabric strip.  
Lay strips end to end with the slits aligned.  
Pull the loose end of the top strip through the two fabric slits from the back to the front.  
Pull the length of the strip through trying to avoid twisting it and tug gently so the fabric sits 
out of the way.  
Take the bottom strip, and feed it through from front to back. Tug gently on both strips at the 
same time to flatten the join.  
(Top strip fed through. Repeat the process in reverse for the pink bottom strip)  

 
Decisions on materials and caring for your rug  
Thicker strips will make a thicker rug, which is great for high traffic areas, but be aware that 
they take longer to dry when you clean them. I use thinner strips so my rugs fit my primary 
purpose as bathmats. This is why I generally use cotton sheets or doona covers and not wool, 
denim, or synthetic materials for wet area usage. I’ve also found that the thicker strips create 
much heavier rugs which seem to hold half a sandpit. Less weighty rugs are easier to shake 
or throw over the washing line/fence and beat.  
 
For washing your rug, I highly recommend vacuuming and/or shaking it out or beating prior to 
washing (even if you’re throwing it in your machine). Check the care labels of the materials 
you used. In most cases cotton/poly sheets are unlikely to shrink in a cold wash in a machine, 
but if you’ve recycled wool, be aware it may shrink and felt if you throw it the machine 
(especially on a warm or hot wash.)  
I throw my rugs from sheets in the washing machine on a cold wash, high spin, and lay them 
outside to dry over the washing line for small rugs or flat on top of a couple of old sheets. For 
larger rugs, make sure you check they’re fairly flat as they dry.  
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Slippage and care of floorboards: I use carpet or even drawer grip sheets under my rugs to 
stop them sliding. Ideally, I would use a recycled material attached to the rug itself for this (I 
know people who have used finely cut dead bike tyres tubes sewn onto the underside). I like 
to have my rugs reversible, so I use a separate mat underneath. For covering spaces with a 
draft through the floorboards, I’ve found the Ikea Stopp and Stopp Flit to be a good 
combination for retaining warmth and minimising slippage. The Stopp Flit does seem to 
minimise scratches to wooden floors if your kids bring the playground or beach home with 
them, especially when it is layered between the rug (handmade or not) and a grid/lattice-
style layer of non-slip material. In this case, to wash your rug, vacuum it, take the rug outside 
and shake/beat it, vacuum the Stopp Flit and then take it outside for further shaking and 
beating. Vacuum and/or sweep the grip and under it to pick up the last sand, dust, fur, or other 
scratchy materials. Mopping the flooring while you’re at it saves you having to do it another 
time. Many commercial carpet or kitchen/marine galley grip materials can be revived if 
they’re not gripping as well as they should by washing in warm soapy water and drying 
thoroughly.  
 

If you find yourself needing a refresher on the actual rug making process, Barrina Jayne Mills 
uses largely the same methods as I do, using thicker strips and a slightly different finish. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KHqFoha4jc  
 

As I demonstrated, I find it easiest to pin the spine strip to my jeans (not leggings!) to keep 
tension in the first few knots. I like to weave ends to make my rugs reversible, so I don’t finish 
with a knot.  
 

You can also use rag strips joined in this fashion to crochet or braid a rug. If you use strips for 
those kinds of projects, rip your sheets length-wise to minimise the number of joins. I usually 
make a ball of strips joined end-to-end when I make rugs this way.  
 
Thanks for coming along today! Have fun! Rachel Isaacson 0415 459 677  
 

 
Making rag rugs from discarded clothing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KHqFoha4jc
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Ad appearing in the Great Southern Weekender, 17th January 2019 


